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The car was a vital part of American society and identity. Tradionally, driving one signified one’s right of passage and allowed the user freedom and status. Cities have evolved around automobiles with freeways and parking lots dictating the spaces of human participation. According to theorist Jane Jacobs, this independence produced a detrimental result: social isolation. The development of autonomous 
vehicles presents a potential remedy to this problem via the decrease in spatial needs of cars. Autonomous vehicles liberate space to find new purpose devoted to people and public life. By examining various examples of human and car occupied urban space in Houston on multiple levels, along with the time and productivity lost in commutes, the impact of autonomous vehicles on the future development of 
cities may be seen. The autonomous vehicle disrupts the current norm of city growth, allowing people to rethink the future development of space in American cities. When the need for location based use as well as ownership is no longer required, car storage and maintenance can become centralized, freeing up valuable space for the occupation of humans. The application of this research proposes a design 
solution that addresses the liberated space in the city of Houston.
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The city of Houston has an extensive
network of freeways totaling 
in over 575.5 miles of concrete.1
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Surface parking: 21.3%
Garage parking: 3.7%
Street area (including sidewalks): 39.7%
Total area street area + o�-street parking: 64.7%
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The transportation industry 

employs 603,500 jobs
as of July 2017 in Houston,

making it the largest employer 
in the metropolitan area.

HOUSTON SPACE 
ALLOCATION4

Parks and Plazas (1%)
Streets (40%)

Built Structures (59%)
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE 
SPACIAL CHANGES
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Restructuring Infrastructure
(Less freeways and streets needed)

Denser Living

Urban Sprawl

Greener Living
(Less cars needed, Less gas used,
Less non-porous material used)

Centralized car storage eliminates
need for local proximity based storage

Fewer vehicle accident based businesses
needed (Lawyers, Insurance)

Less spaces devoted to car maintenance
(Gas stations, Mechanics, Car dealerships)

Personal garages eliminated with 
autonomous car services, freeing
the average household 15%-20%
more space2

HUMAN IMPLICATIONS

PERSONAL

COMMUNAL

Less tra�c produces a more
e�cient commute time

Autonomous vehicles allow
a productive commute

Shorter, more e�cient work
days, due to less time wasted
in transportation

More time allowed to be
devoted to recreation

More recreation space opens
up for human use as the spacial
need for cars decreases

Potential increase in human
interaction and socialization

Autonomization of transportation
jobs causes major job loss in 
Houston’s largest employment
industry

Need for new purpose becomes a
concern for laid o� workers

SOCIETAL IMPACTCars have been a long-standing focal point of American society and a major influencer of culture.
Autonomous vehicles would force a restructureing of how Americans view themselves.3
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